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Let A be an ideal in R, the ring of algebraic integers in a number field. The group 
of residue classes mod A prime to A has a representation U on the space of 
functions on R mod A. This representation is decomposed and the multiplicity of 
each character in it is determined. Some consequences of this are obtained and 
det U is evaluated. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let R be the ring of algebraic integers in an algebraic number field K and 
A an integral ideal. Let L(A) be the set of complex valued functions on the 
residue class ring R mod A; equivalently f E L(A) will be understood as a 
function on R having the elements of A as periods: f(x + U) =f(x) for all 
.Y E R, u EA. N denotes the norm, NA is the number of elements in 
R mod A. L(A) is a complex vector space of dimension NA, a basis being the 
set of functions (6,}, mod 4 -the notation indicating that x ranges over a set 
of representatives of R mod A-where a,( 4’) = 1 if J’ = x mod A and 
6,(y) = 0 otherwise. L(A) becomes a finite dimensional Hilbert space with 
the inner product 
If r E R is relatively prime to A the operator U,: L(A) ---) L(A) defined by 
U,f(x) =f(rx) is easily seen to be well-defined, linear, unitary and depends 
only on r mod A. If also s E R is prime to A then U,., = 17, Or,. Let G(A) be 
the multiplicative group of residue classes of R mod A that are prime to A. 
The map r mod A + U,. defines a unitary representation U of G(A) on L(A ). 
The problem considered in this paper is the decomposition of U into a sum 
of irreducible representations. Since G(A) is abelian the irreducible represen- 
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tations are just the characters of G(A). The main result (Theorem 3) is that 
each character x occurs in U with multiplicity equal to the number of 
divisors of A/Mk), where Mk) is the conductor of x. 
In the remainder of this Introduction we fix notation and make some 
preliminary observations about U. Section 2 discusses characters and 
includes a count of real primitive characters of G(A). Section 3 defines the 
operators 1, J from L(B) 4 L(A), when B divides A, which are needed for the 
main theorem, which is in Section 4 along with some of its consequences. In 
particular det U, is evaluated. Finally Section 5 shows that the operators 
developed are closely related to the Fourier transform on L(A) (also known 
as the theory of Gaussian sums) and some consequences of this are obtained. 
As general references for number theory we cite [l] and [4]. Only 
elementary aspects of representation theory are used, for which [2] is 
sufficient. Generally the letters r, s,..., z vary over R and ideal means integral 
ideal. Where the ideal A is understood it may be dropped from the notation, 
L for L(A) and so on, If each of X, Y is a number in R or an ideal then 
(X, Y) denotes the ideal greatest common divisor of X and Y-in particular 
(X, Y) = 1 if and only if X, Y are relatively prime-and X ] Y signifies X 
divides Y. For P a prime ideal o,(X) denotes the multiplicity of P in X. 
For (r, A) = 1, I* is the inverse of r mod A, any element of R such that 
r~* E 1 mod A. In the symbol U, it is taken for granted that (I, A) = 1. r(A) 
is the group of characters of G(A) and we refer to x E T(A) as a character x 
(defined) mod A. Furthermore we always understand the character x mod A 
also as the function x’ on R satisfying x’(x) =x(x mod A) if (x, A) = 1 and 
x’(x) = 0 otherwise and x’ is again denoted simply x. Thus x E L(A) and 
xGv> =x(x)x(~) for all x3 Y. 
This last equation shows that UJ(X) =x(r) x(x) or UJ = x(r)x. Let 
L,(A) = (f E L(A): U,f=x(r)ffor all r] (2) 
so that x E L,. Let m(x) be the multiplicity of x in U. By representation 
theory 
L(A) = O,L,W and mk) = dim L,(A), (3) 
where the sum is over all x E r(A). The direct sum is also an orthogonal 
decomposition. Since x f L, each m(x) is 21 and this suggests that perhaps 
the space L, may be constructed from x. This indeed turns out to be true. 
With respect to the basis {6,} it is seen that U, 6, = 6,*, so that U is a 
permutation representation. Consequently 
det U,= f 1 and trace U,=N(r-- 1,A). (4) 
The latter holds since trace U, is the number of 6,‘s fixed by U,, which is the 
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number of solutions mod A to the congruence r*x E x mod A, which is 
N(r- 1,A). Finally we note that if A =A,A,, @,,A,)= 1 then L(A) may 
be identified with L(A,) @ L(A,) by the isomorphism which maps 
f, @ fi EL(A,)@L(A,) to the functionfEL(A) given byf(x) =f,(x)fz(x). 
This follows easily using the Chinese remainder theorem. In the same vein 
G(A) may be identified with G(A,) x G(A,). With these identifications, if U’ 
is the representation of G(A,) on L(A i) for i = 1,2, then 
U is equivalent to U’ @ CT’. (5) 
The results of this paper are new even in the case that K is the rational 
field, R the ordinary ring of integers and the ideal A identified with a positive 
integer. But we have not stopped, after each theorem has been proved, to 
explicitly state the results for the rational case in particular, although this is 
of great interest. 
2. CHARACTERS 
Let A, M be ideals, a a character defined mod M and suppose M 1 A. 
Define x(x) = 0 if (x, A) # 1 and x(x) = a(x) if (x, A) = 1. Then x is a 
character mod A said to be derived from a. x is a primitive character mod A 
if it cannot be derived from any a mod M, where M is a proper divisor of A. 
It is known that given x mod A there are uniquely determined an ideal M 1 A 
and a mod M such that x is derived from a and a is primitive. M is called 
the conductor of x, denoted M = M(X) and a is the primitive of x. x0 denotes 
the trivial character mod A. x0 is the identity element of T(A): x,,(x) = 1 if 
and only if (x, A) = 1, otherwise x0(x) = 0. Clearly Mty,) = R and its 
primitive is (x0. the trivial character mod R, a&) = 1 for all x. 
Later on we need some information about x(A), the number of primitive 
characters defined mod A. To obtain this we recall that the apparatus of the 
theory of “arithmetic functions” defined on the natural numbers carries over 
in an obvious way to functions defined on the semigroup of integral ideals. 
Briefly, given two such functions A, v the Dirichlet convolution * is defined 
by A * v(A) = xBIA I(B) v(A/B). * is a commutative and associative 
operation. ,4 is called multiplicative if A(A ) = ,l(A ,) i(AA,) whenever A = A, A ? 
with (A,, A,) = 1. A multiplicative function is determined by its values on 
prime powers and the convolution of multiplicative functions yields a 
multiplicative function. The Mobius function p is defined by p(A) = (-l)k if 
A is the product of k distinct prime ideals and otherwise p(A) = 0. If 
p(A) # 0, A is called square free. Define E by E(A) = 1 for all A. Thus for 
any,l,lac(A)=~s,A~(l?).,u*~(A)=OifA#R and~*s(R)=l;~*cis 
the identity element for *. Mobius inversion is summarized by v = A * E if 
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and only if A = v * ,u. As examples, to be used, q(A), the order of G(A), is a 
multiplicative function as is the norm N and it is well known that N = v, * E. 
7 = E * E gives the number of divisors: 
7(A) = 1 1, ~(8’“) = k + 1, 7(A) = n (VP(A) + 1). 
BIA PIA 
In particular, z(A) is odd if and only if A is a square (A = B* for some B) 
and otherwise t(A) is even. 
LEMMA 1. Let n(A) be the number of primitive characters defined 
mod A. TC is multiplicative and 
F1 x(B) $A/B) = NA, 
BT 
1 ?(A/M(jy)) = NA 
x 
the sum being over all characters x mod A. 
Proof. r(A) is isomorphic to G(A) so there are q,(A) characters mod A. 
Each character mod A is derived from a unique primitive character defined 
mod B for a unique divisor B of A and conversely each of the z(B) primitive 
characters mod B gives rise to a character mod A. Thus p(A) = CBIA n(B), 
cp = 7: * E and by Mobius inversion 7c = a, * ~1; thus 7c is multiplicative. Now 
x*t=(y,*~)*(~*~)=(4*01*~)*~=cp*&=N, which proves the first 
relation of the lemma. In the sum C,T(A/M~)) each of the x(B) characters 
x mod A whose conductor is B contributes z(A/B) so their total contribution 
is n(B) s(A/B). Thus the second relation is just a reformulation of the first. 
The rest of this section is not needed for the main theorem but is necessary 
for the subsequent evaluation of det U,.. We go into some detail since the 
statement in [4, p. 250, Proposition 6.61 about real primitive characters 
appears to be incorrect. Let q(A) denote the number of real characters 
mod A; “q” for quadratic since x is real if and only if x(x) = f 1 for 
(x, A) = 1 which is if and only if x2 =x0, i.e., x has order 1 or 2 in r(A). Let 
c(A) be the number of real primitive characters mod A. Clearly a character is 
real if and only if its primitive is real so q(A) = CBIA c(B). Thus q = c * E 
and c = q * ,u. Since T(A) is isomorphic to G(A), q(A) is also the number of 
solutions mod A to x2 z 1 mod A. It is well known that the number of 
solutions of this congruence is a multiplicative function of A; hence q and 
also c are multiplicative functions and it suffices to evaluate them on prime 
powers Pk. If (2, P) = 1 it is elementary that x2 = 1 mod Pk has exactly 2 
solutions for all k > 1. Thus q(Pk) = 2, c(P”) = q(Pk) - q(Pk-‘) = 2 - 2 = 0 
for k > 1 and c(P) = q(P) - q(R) = 2 - 1 = 1. The unique real primitive 
character mod P is the (generalized) Legendre symbol: (x/P) = 0 if P 1 x and 
otherwise (x/P) = 1 or -1 according as x mod P is or is not a square in 
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G(P). It follows by multiplicativity that if (2, A) = 1 then c(A) = 0 unless A 
is square-free in which case c(A) = 1. If A is square-free the unique real 
primitive character mod A is the (generalized) Jacobi symbol 
It remains to determine q and c for Pk when P / 2. Let e = e(P/2) be the 
ramification index of P over 2. Making the substitution x = 1 + y reduces 
s’ E 1 mod Pk to v(y + 2) E 0 mod Pk. We let L’ = v, ; thus v(2) = e. Clearly 
a necessary condition for a solution is that v(y) > 0. Thus q(Pk) is the 
number of y mod Pk satisfying 
u(y) > 0 and l!(Y) + v(y + 2) > k. (6) 
We recall the basic properties of v: v(rs) = v(r) + v(s) and v(r + s) > 
min(v(r), v(s)) with equality holding whenever v(r) # t(s). 
Consider first the case 1 < k < 2e. Assume y satisfies (6). If v(y) < e then 
U( v + 2) = v(y) and so 2v(y) > k, u(y) > k/2. If v(y) > e then certainly 
u(y) > k/2 since e > k/2. Conversely any y E R satisfying v(y) > k/2 has 
v(y + 2) > min(v(y), v(2)) > min(k/2, e) = k/2 so y satisfies (6). Thus q(Pk) 
is the number of y mod Pk with v(y) > k/2. If m is the smallest integer >k/2, 
L’(J)) > k/2 if and only if y E 0 mod P” and so q(Pk) is the index 
[Pm : Pk] = NPk-“. Considering the cases k even, k odd it is seen that in 
either case k - m = [k/2]. Thus for 1 Q k < 2e, q(Pk) = NP’k’Z1 and 
c(Pk) = NP tk’*l - NP’(k-1)‘21, which reduces to 0 if k is odd and to 
Npkf’ - NPk12 - ’ if k is even, 
Now consider k > 2e + 1. If y satisfies (6) then at least one of u(y), 
I’( y + 2) must be greater than e. Assume first v(y) > e; hence v(y + 2) = e 
so (6) implies u(y) > k - e. Conversely any y with u(y) > k - e > e has then 
~‘(1’ + 2) = e and (6) is satisfied. Thus the solutions of (6) with v(y) > e are 
just all y satisfying y E 0 mod PkMe and mod Pk there are [Pkee : P”] = NP’ 
such solutions. Finally we have to count the number of y mod Pk satisfying 
(6) with v(y) < e; in this case then it is necessary that v(y + 2) > e. Setting 
2 = y + 2 we have to count the number of z mod Pk satisfying v(z) > e. 
r(z) + V(Z - 2) > k. Arguing as was just done, with z now in place of y, it is 
seen that the number of such z is also NPe. The totality of 2(NP’) solutions 
obtained are all different mod Pk. For if y is any solution in the former set 
and y’ any in the latter then v(y)> k-e, u(y’ + 2)> k -ee; hence 
~~‘~~~modPkimpliesy’~yrOmodPk~‘andso2r~’+2-OmodPk~C, 
which is absurd since k -e > e. Thus for all k > 2e + 1, q(Pk) = 2(NP’); 
hence w 
2e+I)=q(p2e+l ) - q(Pze) = 2(NP’) - NPe = NP’, while for 
k > 2e + 1, c(Pk) = q(Pk) - q(Pk-‘) = 0. We summarize these results. 
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THEOREM 1. Let P be a prime ideal, P 12 and e = e(P/2). Let k be a 
positive integer. q(Pk), the number of real characters mod Pk, is 
q(Pk) = NP’k’2’, if 1 &k< 2e 
= 2(NP7, if k>2e+ 1. 
c(Pk), the number of real primitive characters mod Pk, is 
c(P”) = 0, ifkisoddandl<k<2e 
= NpkP _ Npk/2 - 1, if k is even and 1 < k < 2e 
= NPe, ifk = 2e + 1 
= 0, ifk> 2e+ 1. 
In any finite abelian group H the p-rank (p a prime) of H is the number of 
cyclic factors of order a power of p when H is expressed as a product of 
cyclic groups of prime power order. In particular take p = 2 and let p be the 
2-rank. Then p is also the 2-rank of the subgroup H’ consisting of all h E H 
satisfying h2 = 1 and the order of H’ is 2p. For an ideal A let p(A) be the 2- 
rank of Z(A). Thus 2p’A’ is the number of x E r(A) with x2 =x0, i.e., 
2 P(A) = q(A). Since q is multiplicative p is additive. For P 1 2 let f =f(P/2) 
be the degree of P over 2; NP = 2f. Taking this into account along with 
20Cpk) = q(Pk) and the values of q(Pk) given in the above theorem we have: 
COROLLARY. rf P 1 2, f = f (P/2) then p(P”), the 2-rank of r(Pk), is also 
the 2-rank of the subgroup of all real characters mod Pk and is given by 
PV’“) =fWl, if 1 <k < 2e 
=fe+ 1, if k>2e+ 1. 
After this was written the article [3] was observed in which the p-rank of 
G(Pk) is obtained, from which the above can be deduced with p = 2. 
However, the method we have used, though not as general, is simpler for our 
particular purposes. 
3. THE OPERATORS I,J 
Although ideals need not be principal, our concern is essentially with 
ideals B mod A of the ring R mod A, B ] A, and these are principal. To this 
end we need a choice function s that selects, for each such B, an element 
s(B) E B which generates the ideal B mod A. 
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Let P , ,..., P, be a given finite number of prime ideals and let T be the 
semigroup of ideals generated by them. Thus B E T if and only if up(B) = 0 
for all P # Pi, 1 < i < m. For each i choose an element si E Pi such that 
uPi = 1 and uPj(si) = 0 for 1 < i, j < m, i # j. The si are not unique but 
make some fixed choice. For B E T let ki = oRI and 
i-l 
Clearly s(B) E B and s(R) = 1. 
The following lemma will be used repeatedly; the proof is straightforward 
hence omitted. 
LEMMA 2. If AET and BIA then BET. Suppose AET, A=BB’. 
Then 
(a) s(A) = s(B) s(B’). 
(b) (s(B). A) = B and (s(B)/B, A) = 1. 
(c) As u. u range over sets of representatives of R mod B, R mod B’. 
respectively, s(B)v + u ranges over a set of representatives of R mod A. 
(d) Given x E B’ there exists y E R such that x z s(B’)y mod A. If 
afso x E s(B’)z mod A then z SE y mod B. 
In the rest of this section all ideals are understood to be in T and a choice 
function s is fixed. Let B 1 A. B’ = A/B. For f E L(B) define 
J;f(x)= 0, if x f 0 mod B’ 
NB 
c-1 
- 114 (8) 
= NA f(Y), 
ifx-OmodB’ 
andx=s(B’)vmodA. 
It is clear that If: is a linear operator from L(B) to L(A). It is not obvious 
that J’: f is well defined, but note that if also x E s(B’)z mod A then 
z E y mod B; hence f(z) = f( y) since f E L(B) so J: f is well defined. 
Observe also that if x E R satisfies x s s(B’) y mod A for some y then indeed 
x z 0 mod B’ so the definition of g = Jz f may be formulated as 
if x 3 s(B’)y mod A for some y and otherwise g(x) = 0. If u = x mod A then 
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x G s(B’)y mod A if and only if u E s(B’)y mod A so Jzf(x) = Jif(u). This 
shows J:f E L(A) and Jt is a linear operator from L(B) to L(A). We now 
present some important properties of these operators. 
THEOREM 2. (a) Zsometry: for A g E L(B) 
V% 1; &A = (.L & and <J; f, J:: g>/i = (.A g>, . 
(b) Transitivity: if C ( B and B 1 A then 
Z:Zi = ZT , J:Jjj = J: and Z; = Jj = identity map on L(A). 
(c) Quasi-commutativity: if C 1 B, B 1 A and D = AC/B then 
J;Zs’= ZflJ;. 
(d) For (r, A) = 1 let U, denote the operator associated to r on L(B) 
as well as on L(A). Then 
q.z: =z,“ur and U,J; = Jf: U,. 
ProoJ: We keep throughout the proof the notation A = BB’, B = CC’. 
(a) Choose a set of representatives of R mod A as x = s(B)v + u, 
umodB,vmodB’.Thenx~umodB,soforfEL(B),f(x)=f(u)foreach 
of the NB’ v’s. Thus 
u m;ddR f Wk + u) gW)v + u> 
vmod B’ 
=-& (g)“*NB’ .gd, fWg(u)= (.A g)B. 
To show J,” an isometry choose the representatives x of R mod A as 
x = s(B’)u + v, u mod B, v mod B’ and so that v = 0 is the representative of 
0 mod B’. Then for f E L(B), Jflf(x) = 0 unless x z 0 mod B’, which is if 
and only if v = 0, and then Jz f (x) = (NB/NA)-1’4f(u). Thus 
(J2.L J; g)A = UI\/NAWB/NA)-“* ~umodBf@) ii+> = (f, g)B. 
(b) We only prove the J assertion, the rest is obvious. Let f E L(C), 
g=Jzf and h=J:g. For any x, h(x) = (NB/NA)-‘j4g( y) if, for some y, 
x E s(B’)y mod A (9) 
otherwise h(x) = 0. But g(y) = 0 unless, for some z, 
y E s(C’)z mod B, (10) 
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in which case g(y) = (NC/NB)-“4f(z). Equation (10) may be expressed as 
v = s(C’)z + W, for some w E B, and inserting this into (9) yields 
1~ = s(B’) s(C’)z + s(B’)w mod A. But s(B’) s(C’) = s(B’C’) and s(B’)w I 
0 mod B’B =A; hence xz s(B’C’)z mod A. Thus h(x) = 0 unless x = 
s(B’C’)z mod A, in which case h(x) = (NC/NA )- ““f(z), which says 
h = f:f, since A/C = B’C’. 
(c) D = AC/B = B’C shows that D is integral and C) D, while 
A/D=B/C=C’ shows DIA and A=DC’. Let f EL(C), g=J:Iif and 
h = Z’,‘Jif: g(x) = 0 unless x 3 s(B’)y modA, for some y, in which case 
g(x) = (NB/NA)-“4(NC/NB)“4f(y). h(x) = 0 unless x = s(B’)z mod D, for 
some L’ (since D/C = B’), in which case h(x) = (ND/NA)’ ’ 
(NC/ND) ““f(z). The norm constants have the same value for g(x), h(x) 
and. since D 1 A, the congruence mod A may be read mod D to yield 
s(B’)zr.u-s(B’)JmodD. Thus zzymodD/B’=C and f(~>)=.f(z) 
sincef E L(C). Thus g = h as required. 
(d) The I assertion is immediate from the definitions. Forf E L(B) let 
g = J’i U,.f and h = U,.Jyf: g(x) = 0 unless x = 0 mod B’ in which case 
g(x) = (NB/NA)-““f(ry), where x = s(B’)y mod A. h(x) = 0 unless 
rx s 0 mod B’, which is if and only if x = 0 mod B’, in which case 
h(x) = (NB/NA) --““J(z), where rx 5 s(B’)z mod A. But x = sov mod A 
gives r.y E s(B’) ry mod A; hence z G VJ mod B. in which the case 
,f(z) =J(~.v) since f E L(B). Thus g = h. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
4. THE MAIN THEOREM 
Fix the ideal A, take T to be the semigroup generated by the prime 
divisors of A and .s an appropriate choice function. In particular, the 
operators Ii, J,’ are now defined whenever C, B are divisors of A and C 1 B. 
THEOREM 3. Let x be a character dejked mod A with conductor 
M = Mk) and primitive a defined mod M. For each divisor D of AIM let 
w,, = zyJ:&) . W, is an isometry from L(M) to L(A). The set of functions 
{ W,, a }, D ranging over the divisors of A/M, is linearly independent and is a 
basis for the subspace L,(A). m(x), the multiplicity of ,y in CT, is r(A/M(X)). 
the number of divisors of A/Mk). 
Proof. By Theorem 2, W, is a composition of isometries; hence it is also 
an isometry. Suppose now there are constants cIJ, D ranging over the 
divisors of A/M, such that C,c, W,a = 0: 
for all I, C,c, W,a(x) = 0. (11) 
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Now IV,a(x) = 0 unless x s 0 mod D, in which case W,a(x) = &a(y), 
where x = s(D)y mod MD and h, is a non-zero constant, 
h,= (N@$J)‘“( gL))-lil. 
In particular, with x = 1 in (11) the only D for which IV,a(l) # 0 is when 
1 = 0 mod D, i.e., D = R, in which case, since s(R) = 1, we may take y = 1 
also. Thus (11) reduces to cRhRa(l)=O. But h,#O, a(l)= 1~0; hence 
c, = 0. We proceed by induction on 0(D), the total number, counting 
multiplicities, of prime factors of D: Q(D) = Z, up(D). The only ideal D with 
Q(D) = 0 is D = R and we have just shown c, = 0. Assume now n is a 
positive integer and that c, = 0 for all D with Q(D) < n. Let D, have 
0(D,) = n. Equation (11) now becomes 
for all x, co, W,,a(x) + ZAc, W,a(x) = 0, (12) 
where CA indicates the sum over all divisors D of A/M having 0(D) > n and 
D# D,. In (12) take x=s(D,). Then W,,a(x)= h,,a(l)#O. For the D in 
Z’ we claim IV,a(x) = 0. Indeed, otherwise x = s(D,) G 0 mod D and since 
D, D, are both divisors of A this would imply D 1 (s(D,), A) = D,, which is 
impossible for iI(D) > J?(D,) and D #D,. Thus (12) reduces to 
c”,h,,a(l) = 0, yielding c,, = 0. This proof by induction shows that all 
c, = 0; hence the set { W,a} is linearly independent in L(A). We remark that 
so far no use has been made of the fact that a is a character, all that was 
used was a E L(M) and a( 1) # 0. But since a is the primitive of x it follows 
that for (r, A) = 1, x(r) = a(r) and, denoting by U,, for B 1 A, the operator on 
L(B) associated with r, as well as on L(A), U,a = a( just as UJ =x(r)x. 
Thus, by a double application of Theorem 2(d), U,( W,a) = W,(U,.a) = 
W,(a(r)a) = a(r) W,a =x(r) W*a, so each W, a E L,(A). Thus 
dim Lx(A) > WW)), since this is the number of functions in the linearly 
independent set ( W,a) contained in L,(A). Taking this into account with (3) 
and Lemma 1. we have 
X4 =dimL(A)=ZXdimL,(A)>C,r =NA. 
Since all the numbers involved are non-negative this forces dimL,(A) = 
r(A/Mk)), which completes the proof of the theorem upon recalling 
m(x) = dim L,(A). 
For each x use the basis { W,a} in L,. Stringing these together one obtains 
a basis for L = @ L,. With respect to this basis U, is represented by a 
diagonal matrix in which, for each x, x(r) occurs m(x) times along the 
diagonal. 
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Thus 
trace U, = \7 mk) x(r) and det u, = 11 ~+-)m(x). (131 
X X 
Comparing this with the trace given in (4) there results 
4 1 \’ 5 X & &)=A+- 1.A). 
This may be inverted by a standard method. Fix a character Y and multiply 
both sides by Y(r). Sum over r ranging over a set of repres_entatives of G(A) 
and use the character relation C,x(r) Y(r) = 0 unless x = Y, in which case it 
is q(A), the order of G(A). Finally, replacing again Y by x and noting 
MG) = Mk) there results: for any character x mod A 
y(r- LA)x(r)=rp(A)7 (y&J. 
r 
Here C; is a reminder that the sum is over a set of representatives of 
R mod A having (r, A) = 1. Specializing to x =x0, MkO) = R, one has 
\“lqr- l.A)=&4)r(A). (16) - 
Now x is a primitive character mod A if and only if Mh) = A, which is if 
and only if t(A/Mh)) = 1. Thus we have the following criterion for a 
character to be primitive: 
x is a primitive character mod A if and only if 
\‘W(r- l,A)x(r)=$$A). (17) 
Now consider det U,. Since det U,, = det U, det Us, r -+ det U, is a 
character mod A which we denote det U. Equation (13) may be expressed 
simply as 
det U = [ 1 x*‘~‘. (18) 
x 
If ;y is not a real character then x # 2, m(x) = me) and x, j contribute to the 
above product kf)m(x) = x0 ; hence may be dropped. If x is real, x2 = x0. so 
X m’X) =x0 if mk) is even and xm(*) = x if x is odd. Thus det U is the product 
of all real x for which mk) is odd. But m@) = 7(A/Mh)) is odd if and only 
if A/Mk) is a square. Call x-for lack of a better name-special if x is real 
and A/Mk) is a square. Thus (18) reduces to 
det U= 11 x. 
xspecial 
(19) 
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Of course if there are no special characters mod A the empty product is x0. 
If (A, 2) = 1 it is easy to enumerate the special characters. In fact, if x is 
special with primitive a mod M = Mk) then a is a real primitive character 
mod M. By the discussion in Section 2, M must be square-free and 
a(x) = (x/M), the Jacobi symbol. But M square-free and also A = MB2, for 
some B, implies that M is the square-free part of A. Hence M, a and also x 
are unique. This proves the first part of the following theorem evaluating 
det U. 
THEOREM 4. (a) If (A, 2) = 1, det U, = (r/M), where M is the square- 
free part of A. In particular, det U, = 1 for all r if and only if A is a square. 
(b) If (A, 2) # 1 then det U, = 1 for all r except if A = A, Pk with 
(A,, 2) = 1 and P 1 2, k > 1. In this case let e = e(P/2), f = f (P/2). Then 
again det 17,. = 1 for all r except if 
f = 1, e= 1, k>2 (20) 
or 
f = 1, e> 1, k=2. (21) 
In these cases det U, = 1 if r E 1 mod P2 and det U,. = - 1 if r f 1 mod P2. 
ProoJ Assume (A, 2) # 1. It is not so easy now to enumerate the special 
characters mod A. Instead we argue as follows. Write A = A,A,, where 
(A,, 2) = 1 and A, involves only primes dividing 2: A, = nPb P”rCA) and 
A, = &2 P”+‘). By (5), det U, = det(Uf. @ Uf). The determinant of the 
tensor product is then easily seen, since we have diagonalized our operators, 
to be (det U:)NA2(det Uf)N.4~. But each det = f 1, NA, is even and NA, is odd. 
Hence det U,. = det Uz. Now suppose there are at least two primes P,, P, 
such that P, 12, P, 12 and P, P, 1 A. Then we may write A, = A,A, where 
A, = P~PI(.~) and A, = A,/A,. Thus (A3, A4) = 1 so again by (5), with an 
obvious notation, 
det Uz = det(U;f @ U:) = (det U:)NA4(det U:)N’3 = 1 
since NA,, NA, are both even. Hence det U,. = 1 for all r in this case and we 
are reduced to considering the case A, = Pk with P 1 2, k > 1, A = A, Pk, 
det U, = det Ufl, where Ug is the operator associated to r on L(Pk). To 
indicate the independence on k we write d, = det U2; thus det U, = dk(r). We 
can now dispense with A and concentrate on d,, the determinant of the 
representation of G(Pk) on L(Pk). By (19), dk is the product of all special 
characters defined mod Pk. The conductor of a special x has Pk/Mh) a 
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square: hence M(j)=Ph with O<h<k and hEkmod2. Thus (19) 
becomes 
By Theorem 1 there are no real primitive characters mod P and the only real 
primitive character mod P” = R is the trivial character. Thus d, =x0, 
det U, = 1 for all r if k = 1. Assume from now on k > 2; in (22) the range of 
h may be taken as 2 < h < k. Observe that a character x mod Pk and its 
primitive a mod Ph are identical as functions on R, for x(x) = a(x) if 
(x, Pk) = 1, i.e., if (x, P) = 1 and otherwise x(x) = a(x) = 0. Thus we now do 
not distinguish notationally between them. Let X, be the group of real 
characters defined mod Ph. Then X,- , may be identified as a subgroup of X, 
and X, , consists precisely of those real characters that are not primitive 
mod Ph. Thus in (22) the inner product may be written 
since all these characters have order 2 (or 1). Let eh = J&,x so (22) 
becomes 
d,= 2jh!k ($,&h-,)=EkEh-, “‘&I 
h=;m;odZ 
(23) 
since c, =x0. To evaluate ch we use the following remark: Let G be a finite 
abelian group and z = nxcG x, the product of all the elements of G. Then z 
is the identity of G except if G has a unique element of order 2 in which case 
z is that element. A group has a unique element of order 2 if and only if its 
2-rank is 1. Proof of this is not difficult and left to the reader. Thus eh = x,, 
except if the 2-rank of X, is 1. The a-rank of X,. p(P”) is given in the 
corollary to Theorem 1. As usual, with e = @P/2), f =f(P/2), we see that 
p(Ph) is 1 if and only iff= 1, h = 2 or f= 1, h = 3 and e > 1. Thus each 
t;h =x0 if f > 1 and so det I/,. = 1 for all r in this case. Assume now .f = I. 
Since c,! =x0 certainly for h > 4. (23) reduces to 
d2=e2 and d, =E~F~ for k>3. (24) 
What is tz,? Since f = 1, a set of representatives of R mod P2 is given by 
0, 1, U. 1 + u where u E R is any element with up(u) = 1. G(P2) is the cyclic 
group of order 2 consisting of 1 mod P’ and 1 + u mod P2. Clearly the 
unique non-trivial real character mod P2 is given by v(x) = 1. if 
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x E 1 mod P* and v(x) = -1 if x f 1 mod P* and (x, P) = 1. w  is primitive 
mod P*. Thus E, = v/. If e = 1 then p(P’) # 1; hence sj =x0. Thus (24) 
shows that d, = s2 = w  for all k > 2 in this case, which is (20) above. 
Finally, suppose e > 1. Then p(P”) = 1 and e3 is the unique element of order 
2 in X3. But w, considered mod P3, is an element of order 2 in X3; hence 
e3 = w. Thus for k > 3, (24) shows d, = E,E, = v/* =x0. The only remaining 
case is (21), where we have seen d, = s2 = I,V. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
5. THE FOURIER TRANSFORM 
To define the Fourier transform as a unitary operator on L(A) we first 
must establish an identification of the additive group R mod A with its dual 
group. Furthermore we wish to do this “uniformly” for all R mod B, where 
B IA. Fix the ideal A. Let A be the different of K/Q and A* =A -‘A-’ the 
complementary fractional ideal relative to the trace of K/Q. Thus tr(&) E Z 
for all x E A if and only if l E A *. Choose a * E A * so that (as a fractional 
ideal) a* = A *X, where X is an integral ideal and (X, A) = 1. Define the 
function rP on R x R by @(x, v) = e21ritr(a*xy). 1 @(x, y)l = 1, @(x, JJ) depends 
only on x mod A, y mod A, is symmetric, @(xl + x2, y) = @(xl, v) @(x2, y) 
and @(x, -y) = @(x, y). Thus for fixed y, x mod A + @(x, y) is a character 
of the additive group R mod A and this character is trivial if and only if 
y E 0 mod A. Thus @J induces a proper pairing on R mod A with itself giving 
the desired identification of R mod A with its dual. As usual, we denote this 
induced map also as @. Now let B 1 A, A = BB’. The number b* = s(B’) a* 
is (as a fractional ideal) b* = s(B’) A - ‘A -‘X = (s(B’)/B’)(X/(BA)) and 
Y = s(B’)/B’ is integral and prime to A; hence B. Thus b* = B*YX with YX 
integral and (YX, B) = 1. As was just done with A it follows that defining 
@s(x, y) = e2nitr(b*xy) induces an identification of R mod B with its dual. Our 
notation now is: for each B 1 A, @,,(x, y) = @(s(B’)x, y), where B’ = A/B. In 
particular, Qa = 4P. 
For each B 1 A we define the Fourier transform FB : L(B) -+ L(B) as 
follows: for f E L(B) 
y m-d Bf(Y) @LAY, -x>. (25) 
The basic properties follow by the general theory but here are easily verified 
directly. We state them in terms of F = FA on L(A) but they hold of course 
for each FB on L(B): 
F is a unitary operator on L(A), F* = I._, , F4 = identity (26) 
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and, for (r. A) = 1, 
U,F = FU,e . (27) 
Actually (27) does not follow just from abelian group theory since it uses the 
ring structure on R mod A and the fact that @ satisfies #(XL y) = @(x, ZJ~) 
for all x, y, z. 
Our definition of F involved the choice of a* E A *. If some other 
a * * E A * were chosen, with the same required properties, then it is not hard 
to see that the new F, associated with the new @, would differ from the 
original one only by some U,. Thus the finite group of unitary operators 
generated by the U,‘s and F is “intrinsic” in some sense. 
THEOREM 5. If B 1 A, then 
F.4 I: = J: F, and F,J; = I;F,. 
Proof. For f E L(B) let g = F,,, I:f: 
Choose the representatives y mod A as y = s(B)v + u, u mod B’ = A/B and 
u mod B. Then KY) = f(u>, Q/,(x -x) = @.,(s(B)v, -x> QjA(u, -x) = 
QRs(v, -x) @,4(u, -x). Hence 
By the character relations for an abelian group the inner sum over u mod 8’ 
is 0, unless x E 0 mod B’, in which case the sum is NB’. For x z 0 mod B’ 
write x s s(B’)z mod A, for some z, @,(u, -x) = @,,,(u, -s(B’)z) = 
@,(s(B’)u, -z) = QB(u, -z). Thus g(x) = 0 unless x G s(B’)z mod A, for 
some z, in which case 
g(x) = & (;)“’ . NB’ .ZdB f(u) @?A4 -z) = (g) -“4 F,f(z); 
thus g = Jt FBj We remark that it was precisely this calculation that led to 
the discovery of the operator Jz . The second relation in the theorem may be 
proved similarly but it is simpler to observe that multiplying the proved 
relation F,q I; = J: F, on the left by F,., and on the right by FB gives 
F,;I;F,= F/,J;F;. But F,; = Up, on L(A), Fi = U-, on L(B) and since 
UpI commutes with all these operators the relation I: F, = FA Jz follows. 
We also note that with the Fourier transform available some parts of 
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Theorem 2 can be obtained in a simpler way by making use of the relation 
just proved in the form J: = FA I: Fi ‘. 
With respect to the basis {a,}, mod A of L(A) one obtains Fd, = 
c gmodA(@(~, -y)/fl) 6, (dropping the subscript A from F and @). The 
matrix of F with respect to this basis is thus 
assuming some fixed ordering of the representatives mod A. In particular 
then 
trace F = - & x e-2nitr(a*x2)a 
xmodA 
(28) 
If f E L(A) is any completely multiplicative function, f(x, x2) = f(x,)f(x,) 
for all x,,x*ER, then for (r,A)= 1, 
Ff(rx) = -!- m ygdA f(Y) @(YT --xl* 
Making the change of variable y 3 r*z mod A, a little calculation shows 
Ff(rx) =F NA & f(z) @(z, -xl = f(r*W7-(xl). 
In particular, taking f to be a character x mod A, x(r*) = z(r) 
Fx(rx) = x@-)(Fx(x)h Fx(r1 = fPWx(l)) (29) 
the second resulting from the first with x = 1. Suppose now x is a primitive 
character mod A and (x, A) # 1, (x, A) = B, say. Then B’ = A/B is a proper 
divisor of A and since x is primitive mod A there exists some r such that 
(r,A) = 1, r = 1 mod B’ and x(r) # 1. Also x(r - 1) z 0 mod BB’ =A, so 
rx E x mod A. Thus Fx(x) = Fx(rx) = f(r)(F,y(x)). Since x(r) # 1 this forces 
Fx(x) = 0. In other words, by (29) and this last equation we have 
Fx(x) = Fx( 1) 26). 
Thus if x is a primitive character mod A 
Fx = (Fx(l))Z 
When x is a primitive character mod A we denote Fx simply 2; thus 
f = f( l)z. Similarly if (r is a primitive character mod M, 6 denotes F,,,a and 
so a^ = C;( 1)E. Now let x be any character mod A, M = Mk) its conductor 
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and a its primitive. Let ( W,a) be the basis of L,(A) constructed in 
Theorem 3. Then FA W, = FA IyJ’& = JyDF,,JED = JyDIzDFF,, by a 
double application of Theorem 5. But by Theorem 2(c), JyDIgD = I’jJF, 
where C=AM/MD =M. (A/(MD))=MD’. Here D’=A/MD is the 
complementary divisor to D of A/M, i.e., DD’ = A/M. Thus 
F,., W, = I”,‘“‘Jz,,F,,, = W,,FM. In particular, with F = FA, F( W,a) = 
WI,,(F,,,a)= W,(&(l)cI)=8(1) W,,ti. Suppose x is not real, then 
ME) = Mk) and the primitive of 1 is E. Arrange a basis for LX@ L, by 
stronging together the r(A/M) pairs of functions Wr,a, W,,,E; as D ranges 
over the divisors of A/M so does D’ and (D’)’ = D. The action of F on such 
a pair as we have just seen is F( W,]a) = &( 1) W,,E and also 
F( W,), 6) = &(l) W,a. A standard fact about the Fourier transform is 
F(f)(x) =Ff(-x), from which h(l) = 8(-l) = &(l)a(-l) = a(-l)&(l), 
since a(-1) = f 1. The matrix of F on this pair is then 
0 a(-1) G(l) 
b(l) 0 
and the matrix of F on LX@ L, consists of z(A/Mk)) such blocks strung 
along the diagonal. In particular, the contribution of LX@ L, to trace F is 0. 
If x is real so is its primitive a, so F( W, a) = (;( 1) W, I a and L, is mapped 
onto itself by F. If A/M is not a square then D’ # D for all divisors of A/M 
and the r(A/M) functions ( W,a) may be grouped into fr(A/M) pairs W[,a, 
W,,,a and the matrix of F on L, is then seen to consist of $(A/M) blocks 
0 h(l) 
G(1) 1 0 . 
If A/M is a square, = B2, then D = B is the unique divisor of AIM having 
D’ = D. Then F( W,a) = (;( 1) Wea, W,a is an eigenfunction of F with 
eigenvalue &( 1). Besides W, a there remain t(A/M) - 1 functions, which as 
before can be arranged in i(t(A/M) - 1) pairs affording the same 2 x 2 
blocks down the diagonal. In particular, for x real the contribution of L, to 
trace F is 0 except if A/Mk) is a square, in which case the contribution is 
C;( 1). Such x’s were called special. Thus 
traceF= 2: c?(l), 
xspecial 
(30) 
which may be compared with (28). For the case that (A, 2) = 1 we have seen 
that there is only one special character mod A, namely, that x whose 
primitive is the Jacobi symbol a(x) = (x/M), M the square-free part of A. In 
this case the result appears-in a somewhat different form-in [ 1, Chap. 81. 
If there are no special characters mod A then (30) gives trace F = 0. 
JOSEPH LEWITTES 
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